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A GYMNASTIC CLUB'S COVER TO EXERCISE YOUR MIND
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- An interesting railway related cover. It is an express letter from the Gymnastics Club Möhlin to the

newspaper Aargauer Volksblatt in Baden, maybe a report on a gymnastics competition for publication?
th
It was posted on 19 October 1975 and this being a Sunday the only way this could be achieved was to
hand the letter in at the railway station where the railway clerk cancelled the stamps with the station's
rectangular datestamp "Mohlin/19. Okt. 1975/Schalter. So far so good, nothing too unusual. But when
you turn the cover over, you find a stamp-like label in yellow with a face-value of 50 Rp/c. inscribed
"SBB CFF FFS / Kontrollabschnitt / Coupon de contrôle / Tagliando di controllo" with a running number.
This too is cancelled with the Möhlin Station handstamp. WHAT IS THIS LABEL? I have been dealing
in Swiss stamps and (admittedly to a lesser extent) Swiss postal history for decades and I have never
seen this type of stamp?label before. Who can enlighten me? Could it be a type of "Railway Letter
Stamp" ? If so, why is it not more often seen since posting letters directly at railway stations is nothing
unusual in Switzerland ?

DAVID COLMAN

A FAMOUS FACE?

ip c „.tzt
Does any member of the Society know who is the subject of this trial print? It
came into my possession a few years back as part of a small lot of Swiss trial
prints. It therefore seems likely that this 'grandee' is Swiss and was possibly a
candidate for portraits on Pro Juventute stamps between 1927 and 1961. He
looks decidedly military.
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THE JURA INDUSTRIAL RAILWAY - A RAIL AND PHILATELIC CONUNDRUM? NEVILLE NELDER
About 3 years ago I acquired one stamp from Heinz Katcher that relates to this railway. It rested on a
stock card until I had time to follow up on its status. Then Eric Lienhard offered me a different type
listed in the Amateur Collector (AC) and I recently bought two of those from him. So I thought I should
try and investigate the provenance of the railway and its stamps. It has proved to be a singularly difficult
task to find any coherent and hard evidence, so I am looking for some added wisdom from experts on
trains or stamps to help me understand the background. My researches show that :
The route is from Neuchatel to Le Lode (see Fig 1). The length of the line was 37kms and was opened
in two stages : La Chaux-de-Fonds to Le Lode on 2nd July 1857 and La Chaux-de-Fonds to Neuchatel
on the 27th November 1859. Originally operated by a private company, the train operation was taken
over by the Jura-Simplon Railway Company in 1890. At that time Le Lode was the centre of the watchand clock- making industry.
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

The AC indicates that the stamps came into use in 1874. A footnote in the AC states that a document
dated 1862 (found in 1981) — i.e. 12 years before the date given in the catalogue - indicates that the
stamps were stuck to the back of a travel card in prepayment from passengers, with the numbers on
the stamps representing 5km. units of distance travelled. Fig. 2 is a listing showing the values
associated with each station on the line in each direction from La Chaux-de-Fonds. At the bottom of the
card is the inscription; 'Stick the stamps on the back of the card'. The actual stamps embrace the
values 1, 2, 3,and 5 (no units) in five colours of yellow, green, brown, red and rose. One theory has
been that the colours represent different classes of travel.
The distances equivalent to the values in the 'No 759' table are set out in the detailed table below. We
can see from this table that the nearest multiplier on a linear basis is '3' and not '5' as stated. There are
stamps in the range 5 cents to 100 cents, or 1 franc, mainly in black, but also blue, vermilion, green,
brown and rose. Most are recorded in the AC as mint only, suggesting that they did not need to be
cancelled.
Table of Distances and Charges on the Jura Industrial Railway
Le Lode Eplatures

Conyers.

H. Geneveys

Gen.-sur

Chambrelie

Corcelles

Neuchatel

24.7

29.0

-Colfrane
Kms.

8.1

Value

2

3.2

2.1

8.0

12.1

18.6

1

Several issues arise from this small amount of hard information :
1. Why was the line classified as 'industrial'? There is no evidence of a quantity of quarrying or mining
in the area. Was the watch-making industry of such a scale to warrant this title?
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THE JURA INDUSTRIAL RAILWAY OR A RAIL AND PHILATELIC CONUNDRUM?' (cont. from P.58)
2. Clearly passengers were encouraged from the outset, even if normal tickets did not seem to be
produced. The AC dating of 1874 is not corroborated by the 1862 document, which indicates that the
stamps were introduced at a very early date. Indeed I suggest that the stamp-on-a-card system was
introduced at the outset in 1857; perhaps the colours relate to the various issuing stations. Thus the
earliest yellow stamps [nos. 1-3 in the AC] affixed to the cards are most likely to relate to the short line
(about 9kms) between Le Lode and La Chaux-de-Fonds. These are all recorded in the AC as cancelled.
It is possible that after the completion of the full route to Neuchatel, stamps with the colours of rose,
green and brown [all with values of 1,2,3 and 5] were then introduced for the three main issuing stations
of La Chaux-de-Fonds, Le Lode and Neuchatel, with an additional red colour (values 1 and 3 only). It is
perhaps odd that there was no '4' value, but it is quite possible to make up the right combinations up to
the total of 37kms in units of 3kms (or part thereof) without using a '4'. Was there a reason why the
5kms unit value is quoted in earlier analysis?
3. So what purpose did the higher 'cent' rated stamps serve? Parcels or luggage (as indicated in the
AC)? From the AC listing the various colours were subsequently changed to black for all values.
4. Why have stamps at all? Was there a postal purpose to the stamps, or were they simply there to
verify pre-payment?
5. Was the name of the train-operating company the 'Jura Industrie and, if so, why? What were the
frequencies of the trains?
Answers and comments on a postcard to the Editor please. I am indebted primarily to Eric Lienhard for
providing information which has helped me to progress thus far, especially the table of values; but also
to an intemet website for providing the line opening dates.
FORA CHANGE
I was flicking through the Society's copy of the latest edition of the International Philatelic Federation's
(FIP) journal 'Flash' and came across the word `maximaphily'. The collection of maximum cards has
long been a serious hobby for many collectors on the European mainland and elsewhere, but it doesn't
seem to have been so popular in the UK. The article highlighted the winners of the 4 th World's Best
Maximum Card Competition that was judged at the FIP's Maximaphily Commission Conference held at
Macon in France in November last year. Thirty-six countries participated including Switzerland and the
UK. The chairman of the Spanish Maximaphily Association picked up the first prize with his privately
produced creation based on a Spanish stamp commemorating Picasso. Second was the French
Association de Maximaphiles' entry and third prize was awarded to a German gentleman who had been
the first prize winner in 2006. The Swiss connection ? — the matching illustrations on the card, stamp
and cancellation of the German entry were based on the edelweiss flower (German `eder meaning
noble and Weiss' meaning white). The 5th World Competition took place in Bucharest in June this year
— let me know if you entered. Even if you didn't, I would love to receive a picture of the favourite
maximum card in your collection — I will endeavour to find space to publish one or two in a future issue
of the Newsletter.(Ed.)
VARIATIONS IN SELF-STICK STAMPS
Michael Rutherfoord's DYK article last December drew attention to some painstaking research
undertaken by a Swiss gentleman, Hans Häfeli, on variations in the self-stick stamps starting with the
first in 1996 (the infamous 'tapestry' stamp booklet) up to the issue in November 2007 (Pro Juventute
'Holiday at Sea' and 'Christmas Angels'). A front page article by Richard T. Hall (with assistance from
Michael Rutherfoord) in the May 2008 edition of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society's journal 'Tell'
included Herr Häfeli's latest 3-page list of the 62 stamps that have been produced in two and in some
cases three 'varieties' or 'sub-types' (different die-cutting or, occasionally, different backing paper
types). Not all of the 193 identified 'varieties' are listed in Zumstein. With more and more stamps, worldwide being issued in the self-stick format 'serious collectors' may need to take more interest in this area
of collecting.
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HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY NEWS
NEXT MEETINGS OF THE REGIONAL GROUPS
London Group
Wednesday 10 th September - 'Labels and Vignettes' — All Members
Wednesday 12 th November — 'Postal History' — All Members
Both meetings to be held in Room B328, Third Floor, Macmillan House, Paddington Station, London
W2 1FT commencing at 6.30. p.m. (the room will be open from 6.00.p.m.). Meetings usually end at
around 8.30. p.m.
Northern Group
September 13 th - 'New Acquisitions/Members' Choice' — All Members
October 4th - 'Forgeries' - Cedric Dry
Both meetings to be held at 2.00 p.m. in the Leeds Institute for the Blind and Deaf, Centenary House,
North Street, Leeds. (Enquiries to David Hope 0161 303 0091).
Southern (Wessex) Group
'Charity Stamps, Cards and Cancellations' - All Members, to be held on Saturday 25 th October 2008
commencing at 10.30.a.m. and closing at approximately 4.00.p.m. at the Clovelly Hotel, Mill Road,
Salisbury. (Enquiries to Fred Hoadley 01403 711987).
MEMBERS' PRESENTATIONS
Fred Hoadley's display, which is touring philatelic societies in West and East Sussex this year, gives
the audience a very good cross-section of Swiss speciality collecting consisting as it does of four main
topics — 'Postal Markings on Pre-Stamp Mail between Switzerland and France, Strubelis r , 'First World
War Soldier Stamps and Cards' and Razor-Blade Cancellations'.
It would be nice to hear from other members on what displays are coming up. Please send the Editor
details of any presentations that you are giving to other philatelic societies so that our members will
have the opportunity to go along if they so wish.
MEMBERS' MESSAGES
Send your responses to the Editor and he will pass them on.
Requests for Help — Bob Kerr has a query —1 am keen to build on my collections of the following :
•
Swiss airmail covers to all destinations apart from GB and USA (unless very early). I am not
interested in souvenir covers but rather 'normal' commercial ones.
•
K-Stempel on cover or cut-out.
•
Box railway station cancellations on cover or cut-out.
I am aware of, and do consult, the obvious sources. Sadly my Swiss contact, who used to direct most
of my material to me, passed away some two years ago and since then I have struggled a touch to
come by new items. Do any members know of useful contacts which they might be willing to divulge to
me please?'
Edward Quinton is looking for details of the routes used for censored mail from Switzerland to England
and America during the First World War. Is there anyone out there who could help him? Edward says
'any details would be gratefully received'.
Cully Revenues - Amis Goldingham sends his thanks to the two members who responded to his
request for fiscal stamps of the commune of Cully (HPS Newsletter March 2008 Page 19) This has
enabled him to add a small number to his collection. Amis is continuing his search to fill the remaining
gaps in the story.
Don't forget that some space can be made available in the Newsletter for details of any Member's
'wants' or any items that they may wish to offer for sale — normally a maximum of, say, five or six lines
per person.

WISHING YOU ALL A VERY HAPPY AND SUNNY SUMMER

Au g ust 2008
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This letter cover is dated "Milan" Febry. 12 1737 and
arrived in London on February 22 nd where the Foreign
Office Bishop Mark was applied. En route the letter
passed through the hands of Antoine Astruc, a
Forwarding Agent in Geneva, where the manuscript
endorsement on the lower reverse flap was added —
"Genive .... le 16 fevr. Astruc & fils" with their charge
"9" preceeding. They also added the endorsement on
the address panel "franc pr Paris" confirming that the
postal charge from Paris had been paid. The
manuscript "In IN4" (In all 114d) was the postal charge
calculated in London, a difficult rate to interpret in the
absence of knowing the port of entry from which an
inland charge to London could have been 3d or 4d.
Assuming the letter was landed in London, and the
Captain's 1d paid, the London to Edinburgh rate was
6d, and the Scottish charge from Edinburgh to Dundee
(42 mls.) was 2d, charged separately by the manuscript
"2".
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The enclosed letter from a Mr (?) T. Ffothringham to Mr.
James Graham makes very interesting reading. In
------- summary, it requests Mr. Graham to extend his credit
to ensure that a "cheque" to cover unforeseen expenses did not bounce. The reason ? - Mr
Ffothringham had recently been robbed at his lodgings of all his money and a gold snuff box 'belonging
to a lady here, which by misfortune I had in my pocket'. Unable to obtain the support or protection of the
authorities he had found it necessary to employ armed guards to ensure that he was not assassinated
by those he had accused of the crime—F-earful of his life, without any-cash and needing to recompense
the lady for the lost snuff box, he informs Mr Graham that he had also instructed someone called
James `to furnish me with more credit and .... to sell his whole estate (the sooner the better), choosing
(as I have very little) to have it rather in ready money than in land ....
(A sad story indeed. I hope that the reply arrived in time to save him - Ed.).
I

FESTIVAL OF STAMPS 2010
th
Have you reserved time in your diary to visit this international philatelic event taking place from the 8 15th May 2010 at the Business Design Centre in London? Does anyone know if Swiss Post are
attending ? I was very pleased with the souvenirs they produced for the London 1980 and London 2000
events. (Ed.)

A BOOST FOR SWISS PHILATELY
The American Helvetia Philatelic Society (www.swiss-stamps.orq.) has published a very attractive, fullcolour booklet entitled 'Swiss Stamps : Something For Everyone' which contains the first chapter of a
forthcoming book with the same title. The book-in-progress is being designed to guide new collectors of
Switzerland's stamps and postal history. The 16-page booklet contains an introductory text illustrated
with large images of stamps that appeal to collectors with different interests, such as topical subjects,
printing varieties or postal history. The full book with an anticipated 2009 publication date will contain
more than 30 additional chapters focusing on the different types of Swiss stamps, from early cantonal
and federal issues to more recent semi-postal and soldier stamps. It will also include tips on how to
identify difficult stamps and extensive resource lists of specialised publications for further information.
Collectors interested in a copy of the introductory booklet should send £2 to the AHPS Secretary
Richard T. Hall at P.O. Box 15053, Asheville, NC 28813, USA. The price includes post and packaging.
The attractive, colour enlargements of stamps and covers in the booklet are a very useful tool for
encouraging more people to enjoy Swiss Philately. The AHPS should be congratulated for all their
endeavours.
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A POSTCARD FROM LUZERN TO PELOTAS IN BRAZIL VIA PARIS
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COLIN GRIFFITHS

An example of relatively speedy delivery of mail at the turn of
the century, given the practical difficulties of the time. The
picture side of the card has an illustration of the magnificent,
lakeside 'Hotel Beau - Rivage Lucerne' which seems to be
particularly proud of its lift. Written in Portugese, it was
posted in Luzern with two cds Aufg.' on 11(?) — IV — 98 —
10. Through Paris with a cds 'Paris Etranger 0E120 April '98.
It arrived in Rio de Janeiro where two cds were applied - 2A
(4A) T (?) on 9 MAIO 98 and 1A (AS) T also on 9 MAI 98.
The card arrived in Pelotas where the postmaster cancelled it
for the final time — R.6 DO SUL on 16 MAIO 98 - quicker than
today no doubt !
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DID YOU KNOW (PART 1)

MICHAEL RUTHERFOORD

THAT the date for the GABRA V has been fixed from 9 — 11 October 2009 in Bern this time. This very
popular non-competitive show is organised by the Ganzsachen-Verein and concentrates mainly on
postal stationary, but is glad to have allied subjects as well. More details will follow.
THAT the Liechtenstein Post, being now private and independent, has changed its philatelic policy in
some ways. The slogans used in their few cancelling machines are no longer published in Switzerland,
and sometimes they are in use for only one day, which is not well received by collectors. The quality of
the stamps is still very high and they have not gone into self-stick production, but they still have no
stamp booklets.
Congratulations to Richard Hall on his receipt of the new AHPS "Service Award". For years I have
admired his complete devotion to Swiss Philately, in such detail as to put many a Swiss
collector/researcher to shame, and for his brilliant translations from German into English.

USEFUL PHILATELIC LITERATURE
The American Philatelic Research Library has been publishing the 'Index of Literature in the English
Language that Describes Postage Stamp Forgeries, Fakes, Reprints, Fraudulent Postal Markings and
Other Obliterations' in instalments over several editions of its 'Philatelic Literature Review'. At last we
have come to Part 13 'Countries : Surinam to Vatican City'. Naturally it includes Switzerland, and the
compiler Theodore M. Tedesco has identified a wide range of books and articles on the subject. The
resultant schedule includes over 120 separate references relating to certain early Local Posts, Oils
Post, Sitting and Standing Helvetias, Airmail Overprints and League of Nations' and United Nations'
Official Stamps amongst others. Among the 'forgers' covered are Francois Fournier, Jean de Sperati
and Peter Winter. A copy of the relevant edition of the 'Philatelic Literature Review' (Second Quarter
2008 Pages165 - 170) is available for inspection in the HP Society's Library. (Ed.)
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MICHAEL RUTHERFOORD

THAT one can have one's opinion about the Swiss Post Office, but you have to hand it to them for the
varieties of new ideas they bring so regularly. One of the best is the SwissPostCard which can be
ordered electronically from anywhere with one's own photo or one of theirs, which is then sent
immediately from Bern to anywhere by airmail (as mentioned here several times already). Now a new
one has turned up in London sent from the "efiro 2008" (Exhibition Filatelic Romania), from the stand of
the Romanian Post with their logo "cancelled" in Switzerland as shown in figure 1. The colours do not
come out nor the simulated teeth round the stamp impression. CH-8059 Airport is strange, it used to be
8058. This will be investigated.
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Fig.2

THAT today I got a letter with a small label/stamp (counter printed, 73 x 26 mm) on it as shown in
figure 2. Note "A Gr", A-post but heavy. The Gr (Gross) definition is: up to B4, 20mm thick, 1000g. For
about a century a letter was defined as anything below 250g, above it was a parcel. Now it is a bit more
complicated.
THAT the previous 6 special stamps 2003/4 for the Swiss World Heritage Sites (Z 1096, 97, 98, 99,
1100 and 1137) will soon be joined by 2 more as UNESCO has now approved of the Rhätische-Bahn,
especially the Albula and the Bernina sections, for preservation, as well as the unique geological
situation at the confluence of mountain ranges in cantons Glarus, St Gallen and Graubunden, The latter
has been mentioned before in connection with the shaft of light coming "through" the mountain onto the
church in Elm (GL) only twice a year.
THAT another prize has been awarded to Switzerland for the 3-part stamp showing the Eiger, Minch
and Jungfrau, designed by well-known artist Bernadette Baltis in 2006 (Z 1202, 03, 04) by a popular
German philatelic journal. During the recent renovations of the Parliament Buildings in Bern this
wonderful picture was painted onto part of the protective awning on the main scaffolding, but it was
about 20m long and 7m high, surely the largest stamp in the world!
THAT Giovanni Balimann has written an important article about Norwegian Krag cancelling machine
used only in Basel from 1912 till 1921. This was of the so-called continuous type, usually with
impressions of both crowns, see figures 3 & 4. This article first appeared in English in the US "Machine
Cancel Forum" (No. 220, April 2007) and now for the prestigious German Poststempel-Gilde, study
group for all types of cancellations (Gildebrief 224, Dec 2007). The UK had more than 100 of these
machines, some, until recently, still in service.
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WHO ARE THESE GENTLEMEN?

COLIN GRIFFITHS
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Several years ago the above photograph (Fig. 1) was the subject of a query in the Newsletter — there
was no response at the time. Who were the three gentleman and was there any significance in the
photo being sent through the post in the cover illustrated (Fig.2). Clues? The person in the centre
appears to have signed the photo 'Frank Hawks'. Note the aircraft in the background.
THE DESTINATIONS OF EARLY POSTCARDS

COLIN GRIFFITHS

Following the report on Norton Wragg's talk on the variety of destinations of early postcards (HPS
Newsletter May '08 Page 37), the following information may be of interest :
! have a collection of over 4,000 used postcards. The earliest cancellations are two of 1889 followed by
approximately 50 of between 1890 — 97, then more prolific from 1898 onwards.
By far the majority of the destinations are in Western Europe, then North America (approximately 40,
the earliest dated 1894) plus 30 to various other destinations including Brazil, India, Egypt, Hong Kong,
South Africa, Australia and New Zealand. Not all the cards have arrival cancellations. The condition of
the cards vary from excellent `Gruss Aus' in colour to very poor black and white
(Note — I know that a lot of members collect postcards, but am conscious that we are not a postcard
society, If you want more articles on this subject please let me know — Ed.).
NEW MEMBER
A warm welcome to Mr Harry Czarnecki who has recently joined the Society. Like all our members, we
hope that you will take full advantage of the many services provided and look forward to seeing you at
one of our future events.
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